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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling streaming applications described by complex task graphs on a heterogeneous multicore processor, the STI Cell BE processor. We first present a theoretical model of the Cell processor. Then, we use this model to express the problem of maximizing the throughput of a streaming application on this processor. Although the problem is proven NP-complete, we present an optimal solution based on mixed linear programming. This allows us to compute the optimal mapping for a number of applications, ranging from a real audio encoder to complex random task graphs. These mappings are then tested on two platforms embedding Cell processors, and compared to simple heuristic solutions. We show that we are able to achieve a good speed-up, whereas the heuristic solutions generally fail to deal with the strong memory and communication constraints.

1 Introduction

The last decade has seen the arrival of multicore processors in every computer and electronic device, from the personal computer to the high-performance computing cluster. Nowadays, heterogeneous multicore processor are emerging. Future processors are likely to embed several special-purpose cores –like networking or graphic cores– together with general cores, in order to tackle problems like heat dissipation, computing capacity or power consumption. Deploying an application on this kind of platform becomes a challenging task due to the increasing heterogeneity.

Heterogeneous computing platforms such as Grids have been available for a decade or two. However, the heterogeneity is now likely to exist at a much smaller scale, within a machine, or even a processor. Major actors of the CPU industry are already planning to include a GPU core
to their multicore processors [1]. Classical processors are also often provided with an accelerator (like GPUs, graphics processing units), or with processors dedicated to special computations (like ClearSpeed [7] or Mercury cards [18]), thus resulting in a heterogeneous platform. The best example is probably the IBM RoadRunner, the current leader of the Top500 ranking [21], which is composed of an heterogeneous collection of classical AMD Opteron processors and Cell processors.

The STI Cell BE processor is an example of such an heterogeneous architecture, since it embeds both a PowerPC processing unit, and up to eight simpler cores dedicated to vectorial computing. Moreover, the Cell processor is widely available and affordable. This is why we focus our study on this heterogeneous multicore processor.

Deploying an application on such a heterogeneous platform is not an easy task, especially when the application is not purely data-parallel. In this work, we focus on applications which exhibit some regularity, so that we can design efficient static scheduling solutions. We thus concentrate our work on streaming applications. These applications usually concern multimedia stream processing, like video edition softwares, web radios or Video On Demand applications [22, 14]. However, streaming applications also exist in other domains, like real time data encryption applications, or routing softwares, required by cell phones for example [20]. A stream is a sequence of data that have to go through several processing tasks. The application is generally structured as a directed acyclic task graph; this can be a simple chain of tasks, or a more complex structure, as illustrated in the following.

To process a streaming application on a heterogeneous platform, we have to decide which tasks will be processed on which processing elements, that is, to find a mapping of the tasks onto the platform. This is a complex problem since we have to take platform heterogeneity, task computing requirements, and communication volume into account. The objective is to optimize the throughput of the application: for example in the case of a video stream, we are looking for a solution that maximizes the number of images processed per time-unit.

Several stream solutions have already been developed or adapted for the Cell processor. DataCutter-Lite [13] is an adaptation of the DataCutter framework for the Cell processor, but it is limited to simple streaming applications described as linear chains, so it cannot deal with complex task graphs. StreamIt [12, 2] is a language developed to model streaming applications; a version of the StreamIt compiler has been developed for the Cell processor, however it does not allow the user to specify the mapping of the application, and thus to precisely control the application. Some other frameworks allow to handle communications and are rather dedicated to matrix operations, like ALF [16], Sequoia [9], CellSs [6] or BlockLib [3].

In previous work, we have studied how to map complex workflows onto a set of heterogeneous resources, in the context of computing Grids. In particular, in [10], we explain how to compute an optimal mapping, that is a mapping reaching the optimal throughput. This is achieved using steady-state scheduling [5]: the activity of each resource (processing element or communication links) is bounded using linear constraints, and a mixed linear program (with integer and rational variables) gathering these constraints has to be solved to derive the optimal mapping. In the present paper, we show that steady-state scheduling meets the needs of an efficient scheduler for streaming application on heterogeneous processors, although new issues have to be solved due to
the completely different granularity of the tasks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents in details the Cell processor together with a model of its operation, as well as our hypotheses for streaming applications. Then, we expose a theoretical complexity study of the problem in Section 3. Section 4 introduces some implementation choices that have an impact on the constraints for a good mapping. Section 5 then presents our optimal solution, obtained through the resolution of a mixed linear program. Finally, Section 6 presents the results of our experiments.

2 Platform and application model

In this section, we detail our view of the Cell processor, and introduce useful notations. In a second step, we also present the model of the streaming application.

2.1 Cell processor model

As said in the introduction, the Cell is a heterogeneous multicore processor. It has jointly been developed by Sony Computer Entertainment, Toshiba, and IBM [17], and embeds the following components:

- **Power core.** Also known as the PPE (standing for Power Processing Element) and respecting the Power ISA 2.03 standard. This core is two-way multithreaded and its main role is to control the other cores, and to be used by the OS due to its similarity with existing Power processors. We do not *a priori* limit our study to only one Cell processor, so we consider platforms which may include \( n_p \) PPE cores \( PPE_0, \ldots, PPE_{n_p} \).

- **Synergistic Processing Elements (SPE) cores.** These cores constitute the main innovation of the Cell processor and are small 128-bit RISC processors specialized in floating point, SIMD operations. These differences induce that some tasks are by far faster when processed on a SPE, while some other tasks can be slower. Each SPE has its own local memory (called *local store*) of size \( LS = 256 \text{ kB} \), and can access other local stores and main memory only through explicit asynchronous DMA calls. While the current Cell processor has eight SPEs, only six of them are available in the Sony PlayStation 3. Therefore, we consider any number \( n_s \) of SPEs in our model, denoted by \( SPE_0, \ldots, SPE_{n_s} \).

- **Main memory.** Only PPEs have a transparent access to main memory. The dedicated memory controller is integrated in the Cell processor and allows a fast access to the requested data. Since this memory is by far larger than the SPE’s local stores, we do not consider its limited size as a constraint for the mapping of the application.

- **Element Interconnect Bus (EIB).** This ring bus links all parts of the Cell processor to each other. The EIB has an aggregated bandwidth \( BW = 200 \text{ GB/s} \), and each component is connected to the EIB through a bidirectional interface, with a bandwidth \( bw = 25 \text{ GB/s} \) in each direction.
All these components are displayed in a schematic view on Figure 1(a). To simplify formulas, we gather all processing elements under the same notation $PE_i$, so that the set of PPEs is $PPEs = \{PE_0, \ldots, PE_{n_P-1}\}$, while $SPEs = \{PE_{nP}, \ldots, PE_{nP+nS-1}\}$ is the set of SPEs. Let $n$ be the total number of processing elements, i.e., $n = n_P + n_S$. We have two classes of processing elements, which fall under the unrelated computation model: a PPE can be fast for a given task $T_k$ and slow for another one $T_l$, while a SPE can be slower for $T_k$ but faster for $T_l$.

![Schematic view of the Cell processor.](image1)

![Theoretical view of the Cell processor.](image2)

**Figure 1: Cell processor.**

**Communication model.** Since the aggregated bandwidth of the EIB bus is equal to the sum of the bandwidth of all the interfaces (when we have all 8 interfaces), we assume in the following that this bus is not a constraint and that no contention occurs between communications. This is optimistic, since the structure of the bus may prevent irregular communication patterns to fully use its bandwidth, but we keep this model as a starting point. We will see in the evaluation that this model is precise enough to accurately compute an optimal schedule. As all communication elements are fully bidirectional, we use a bidirectional bounded-multiport model, with linear communication cost: a data of size $S$ is sent (or received) in time $S/b$, where $b$ is the bandwidth used for this communication, and the sum of incoming (respectively outgoing communications) of any element does not exceed its bandwidth in that direction. Note that memory accesses have to be counted as communications since they use the same interfaces.

Due to the limited size of the DMA stack on each SPE, each SPE can issue at most 16 simultaneous DMA calls. Similarly, each SPE has a separate stack for communications between itself and a PPE, which can handle at most eight simultaneous DMA calls.

Each core owns a dedicated communication interface (a DMA engine for the SPEs and a memory controller for the PPEs), and communications can thus be overlapped with computations.

**Summarized theoretical model for the complexity study.** In the following theoretical study, the Cell processor is therefore modeled by a set of processing elements as described on Figure 1(b). Each processing elements is provided with two communications interfaces in charge of the incoming and outgoing communications, with limited bandwidth $B_{in}^q = B_{out}^q = bw$. As we have seen above, this is the only contention point for communications. Communications can be overlapped with computations. Moreover, computation costs are modeled using the unrelated-machine model.
2.2 Application model

In this work, we target streaming applications. A stream is a sequence of *instances*, such as images in the case of a video stream. Our objective is to maximize the throughput of the application, that is the number of instances processed per time-unit.

As a simple example of a streaming application, we can think of a stream which must go through a simple chain of tasks, as depicted on Figure 2(a): in this application all instances of the stream must go through two tasks, such as two filters to apply to all images of a video stream. Streaming applications may be more complex, as described on Figure 2(b), and we model the structure of the application with a Directed Acyclic Graph $G = (V_A, E_A)$. The set $V_A$ of nodes corresponds to tasks $T_1, \ldots, T_K$. The set $E_A$ of edges models the dependencies between tasks, and the associated data: the edge from $T_k$ to $T_l$ is denoted by $D_{k,l}$. A data $D_{k,l}$, of size $data_{k,l}$ (in bytes), models a dependency between two task $T_k$ and $T_l$, so that the processing of the $i$th instance of task $T_l$ requires the data corresponding to the $i$th instance of data $D_{l,k}$ produced by $T_k$. Moreover, it may well be the case that $T_l$ also requires the results of a few instances following the $i$th instance. In other words, $T_l$ may need information on the near future (i.e., the next instances) before actually processing an instance. For example, this happens in video encoding softwares, when the program only encodes the difference between two images. We denote by $peek_k$ the number of such instances, that is, we need instances $i, i + 1, \ldots, i + peek_k$ of $D_{k,l}$ to process the $i$th instance of $T_l$. This number of following instances is important not only when constructing the actual schedule and synchronizing the processing elements, but also when computing the mapping, because of the limited size of local memories where temporary data are stored.

We also take into account communication between tasks and the main memory; we note $read_k$ the number of bytes read in memory by each instance of task $T_k$, and $write_k$ the number of bytes task $T_k$ writes to memory.

Finally, since computing speeds of PPEs and SPEs are unrelated, $w_{PPE}(T_k)$ (respectively $w_{SPE}(T_k)$) denotes the time required for a PPE (resp. an SPE) to complete a single instance of $T_k$. As all SPEs and all PPEs are identical, these two values totally describe the computation requirements. Note that the processing times of tasks (as well as the size of the data exchanged by tasks) are instance independent.

3 Problem definition and complexity analysis

3.1 Definitions: mapping and schedule

As explained above, our goal is to deploy a complex streaming application, described by a task graph, on a heterogeneous multicore architecture, under the objective of throughput maximization. To completely described the deployment of the application, we have to provide both a mapping and a schedule. The mapping describes *where* each task will be processed, whereas the schedule specifies *when*. Figure 2(c) shows one possible mapping for the task graph depicted on Figure 2(b) on four processing elements $PE_1$, $PE_2$, $PE_3$, and $PE_4$. Using this mapping, all instances of task $T_1$ are processed by $PE_1$, all instances of tasks $T_2$, $T_5$, and $T_6$ are processed by $PE_2$, etc. With
such a mapping, all instances of a given task $T_k$ are thus processed on the same processing element. We could also use a more general scheme, with different instances of the same task processed on different processing elements. This could help improving the throughput, but it would require to described the mapping of each instance of each task. We have studied this problem earlier, and provided a polynomial-time algorithm to solve it under some constraints on the task graph [4]. However, using a general mapping scheme has several drawbacks: it requires a complex flow control in order to route all messages, it induces larger buffers, and it involves a lot more communications when a task $T_k$ with $\text{peek}_k > 0$ (i.e., a task which needs data from several instances to process a single instance) is replicated on several processing elements. Therefore, using a general mapping is not suited with the target architecture, which requires simple control and small communications, due to the limited size of the local memories. In this study, we thus concentrate on schedules describes by a simple mapping of tasks to processing elements.

Given a mapping, we can reconstruct a complete periodic schedule as illustrated on Figure 3.
After a few periods for initialization, each processing element enters a steady state: a processing element in charge of a task $T_k$ simultaneously processes one instance of $T_k$, sends the result $D_{k,l}$ of the previous instance to the processing element in charge of each successor task $T_l$, and receives the data $D_{j,k}$ of the next instance from the processing element in charge of each predecessor task $T_j$. The exact construction of this periodic schedule is detailed in [4] for general mappings. In our case, the construction of the schedule is more straightforward: a processing element $PE_i$ in charge of a task $T_k$ simply processes it as soon as its input data is available, i.e., as soon as $PE_i$ has received the data for the current instance and potentially the $peek_k$ following ones. Note that since we use a bounded-multiport model for communication, we do not need to precisely schedule the communications inside a period. All communications can happen simultaneously as soon as the average bandwidth needed during the period does not exceed the bandwidth bound on each interface. We denote by $T$ the duration of a period in the obtained schedule. In this schedule, a new instance is processed every $T$ time-units, thus the throughput of this schedule is $\rho = 1/T$.

3.2 Complexity of the problem

In the previous section, we have seen that the mapping of an application onto the computing platform totally defines the schedule and its throughput $\rho$. In this section, we discuss the complexity of the problem of finding a mapping with optimal throughput. In this section, we forget about memory constraints, and constraints on the number of DMA transfers, as explained in Section 2.1: those constraints are not needed to prove that the problem is difficult. The associated decision problem is formally defined as follows.

**Definition 1 (Cell-Mapping).** Given a directed acyclic application graph $G_A$, a Cell processor with $n_P$ PPE cores and $n_S$ SPE cores and a bound $B$, is there a mapping with throughput $\rho \geq B$?

**Theorem 1.** Cell-Mapping is NP-complete in the strong sense.

**Proof.** First note that we can check in polynomial time if a mapping has a given throughput: we simply have to make sure that the occupation time of each resource (processing element or communication interface) for processing one instance is not larger than $1/B$. Thus, this problem belongs to the NP class.

We prove the NP-completeness using a straightforward reduction from the Minimum Multiprocessor Scheduling problem restricted to two machines, which is known to be NP-complete even with a fixed number of machines [11]. An instance $I_1$ of Minimum Multiprocessor Scheduling with two machines consists in $n$ tasks $T_1, \ldots, T_n$ provided with a length $l(k, i)$ for each task $T_k$ and each processor $i = 1, 2$, and a bound $B'$. The goal is to find an allocation $f$ of the tasks on the processors such that $\sum_{k,f(k)=i} l(k, i) \leq B$ for each processor $i = 1, 2$. We construct an instance $I_2$ of our problem with one PPE (corresponding to processor 1) and one SPE (corresponding to processor 2). The streaming application consists in a simple chain of $n$ tasks: $V_A = \{T_1, \ldots, T_n\}$ and there is a dependency $D_{k,k+1}$ for all $k = 1, \ldots, n-1$. The computation times are $w_{PE}(T_t) = l(t, 1)$ and $w_{SPE}(T_t) = l(t, 2)$, and communication costs are neglected: $data_{k,k+1} = 0$ for all $k = 1, \ldots, n-1$. Finally, we set $B = 1/B'$. The construction of $I_2$ is obviously polynomial.
Assume that $I_1$ has a solution $f$. Then, $f$ defines a mapping of the tasks onto the processing elements. Using this mapping, the maximum occupation time of each processing element is at most $B$. Therefore, the throughput of this mapping is at least $1/B = B'$. $f$ is thus a solution for instance $I_1$. Similarly, a solution for $I_2$ is to a solution for $I_1$.

The proof does not make use of communications: the problem is NP-complete even without any communication costs. Note that the restriction of Minimum Multiprocessor Scheduling with a fixed number of machines admits a fully polynomial approximation scheme (FPTAS) [15]. However, when considering a general application, communications have to be mapped together with computations, and the previous FPTAS cannot be applied. In spite of the NP-completeness of the problem, and thanks to the limited number of processing elements, we will show in Section 5 that a solution using Mixed Integer Programming allows to compute the optimal solution in a reasonable time.

### 4 Implementation choices

In this section, we relate the implementation choices made when designing our scheduler that impacts the optimization problem: we need to clarify these choices before we can express the constraints on memory, and the constraints on the number of communications from and to SPEs. There are two main issues: how to handle asynchronous communications and how to compute a bound on the buffer sizes.

#### 4.1 Communications and DMA calls

The Cell processor has very specific constraints, especially on communications between cores. Even if SPEs are able to receive and send data while they are doing some computation, they are not multi-threaded and the computation must be interrupted to initiate a communication (but the computation is resumed immediately after the initialization of the communication). There are two ways to transfer data from a core to another:

1. The sender writes data into the destination local store;
2. The receiver reads data from the source local store. This method is a bit faster, so it is preferred to the former.

Due to the absence of auto-interruption mechanism, the thread running on each SPE has regularly to suspend its computation and check the status of current DMA calls. Moreover, as presented in Section 2.1, the DMA stack on each SPE has a limited size. A SPE can issue at most 16 simultaneous DMA calls, and can handle at most 8 simultaneous DMA calls issued by the PPEs. Furthermore, when building a steady-state schedule, we do not want to precisely order communications among processing elements, since it would require a lot of synchronizations. On the contrary, we assume that all the communications of a given period may happen simultaneously. These communications correspond to edges $D_{k,l}$ of the task graph when tasks $T_k$ and $T_l$ are not mapped on the same processing element. With the previous limitation on concurrent DMA calls,
this induces a strong limitation on the mapping: each SPE is able to receive at most 16 different data, and to send at most 8 data to PPEs per period.

## 4.2 Determining buffer sizes

Since SPEs have only 256 kB of local store, memory constraints on the mapping are tight. We need to precisely model them by computing the exact buffer sizes required by the application.

Mainly for technical reasons, the code of the whole application is replicated in the local stores of SPEs (of limited size $LS$) and in the memory shared by PPEs. We denote by $code$ the size of the code which is deployed on each SPE, so that the available memory for buffers is $LS - code$. A SPE processing a task $T_k$ has to devote a part of its memory to the buffers for incoming data $D_{j,k}$, as well as for outgoing data $D_{k,l}$. Note that both buffers have to be allocated into the SPE’s memory even if one of the neighbor tasks $T_j$ or $T_l$ is mapped on the same SPE. In a future optimization, we could save memory by avoiding the duplication of buffers for neighbor tasks mapped on the same SPE.

As we have seen in Section 3.1, before computing an instance of a task $T_k$, a processing element has to receive all the corresponding data, that is the data $D_{j,k}$ produced by each predecessor task $T_j$, both for the current instance and for the $peek_k$ following instances. Thus, the results of several instances need to be stored during the execution, because processing elements are not synchronized on the same instance. In order to compute the number of stored data, we first compute the index of the period in the schedule when the first instance of $T_k$ is processed. The index of this period is denoted by $firstPeriod(T_k)$, and is expressed by:

$$firstPeriod(T_k) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } T_k \text{ has no predecessor,} \\
\max_{D_{j,k}} (firstPeriod(T_j)) + peek_k + 2 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}$$

All predecessors of an instance of task $T_k$ are processed after $\max_{D_{j,k}} (firstPeriod(T_j)) + 1$ periods. We have also to wait for $peek_k$ additional periods if some following instances are needed, plus one period for the communication from the processing element handling the data, hence the result. By induction on the structure of the task graph, this allows to compute $firstPeriod$ for all tasks. For example, with the task graph and mapping described on Figure 3, we have $firstPeriod(1) = 0$, $firstPeriod(2) = 2$, and $firstPeriod(3) = 4$. Again, we could have avoided the additional period dedicated for communication when tasks are mapped on the same processor (e.g., we could have $firstPeriod(3) = 3$), but we let this optimization for future work to keep our scheduling framework simple.

Once the $firstPeriod(T_k)$ value of a task $T_k$ is known, buffer sizes can be computed. For a given data $D_{k,l}$, the number of temporary instances of this data that have to be stored in the system if $firstPeriod(T_l) - firstPeriod(T_k)$. Thus, the size of the buffer needed to store this data is $buff_{k,l} = data_{k,l} \times (firstPeriod(T_l) - firstPeriod(T_k))$. 
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5 Optimal mapping through mixed linear programming

In this section, we present a mixed linear programming approach that allows to compute a mapping with optimal throughput. This study is adapted from [10], but takes into account the specific constraints of the Cell processor. The problem is expressed as a linear program where integer and rational variables coexist. Although the problem remains NP-complete, in practice, some softwares are able to solve such linear programs [8]. Indeed, thanks to the limited number of processing elements in the Cell processor, we are able to compute the optimal solution for task graphs of reasonable size (up to a few hundreds of tasks).

Our linear programming formulation makes use of both integer and rational variables. The integer variables are described below. They can only take values 0 or 1.

- \( \alpha \)'s variables which characterize where each task is processed: \( \alpha_i^k = 1 \) if and only if task \( T_k \) is mapped on processing element \( PE_i \).
- \( \beta \)'s variables which characterize the mapping of data transfers: \( \beta_{i,j}^{k,l} = 1 \) if and only if data \( D_{k,l} \) is transferred from \( PE_i \) to \( PE_j \) (note that the same processing element may well handle both task if \( i = j \)).

Obviously, these variables are related. In particular, \( \beta_{i,j}^{k,l} = \alpha_i^k \times \alpha_j^l \), but this redundancy allows us to express the problem as a set of linear constraints. The objective of the linear program is to minimize the duration \( T \) of a period, which corresponds to maximizing the throughput \( \rho = 1/T \).

The intuition behind the linear program is detailed below. Remember that processing elements \( PE_0, \ldots, PE_{n_p-1} \) are PPEs whereas \( PE_{n_p}, \ldots, PE_n \) are SPEs.

- Constraints (1a) define the domain of each variable: \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) lie in \( \{0, 1\} \), while \( T \) is rational.
- Constraint (1b) states that each task is mapped on exactly one processing element.
- Constraint (1c) asserts that the processing element computing a task holds all necessary input data.
- Constraint (1d) asserts that a processing element can send the output data of a task only if it processes the corresponding task.
- Constraint (1e) ensures that the computing time of each PPE is no larger that \( T \), and Constraint (1f) does the same for each SPE.
- Constraint (1g) states that all incoming communication have to be completed within time \( T \), and Constraint (1h) does the same for outgoing communications.
- Constraint (1i) ensures that all temporary buffers allocated on the SPEs fit into their local stores.
- Constraint (1j) states that a SPE can perform at most 16 simultaneous incoming DMA calls, and Constraint (1k) makes sure that at most eight simultaneous DMA calls are issued by PPEs on each SPE.
Minimize $T$ under the constraints

\begin{align}
(1a) & \quad \forall k,l, \forall PE_i \text{ and } PE_j, \quad \alpha^k_i \in \{0, 1\}, \beta^{k,l}_{i,j} \in \{0, 1\} \\
(1b) & \quad \forall k, \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} \alpha^k_i = 1 \\
(1c) & \quad \forall k,l, \forall j, 0 \leq j \leq n - 1, \quad \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} (\beta^{k,l}_{i,j}) \geq \alpha^l_j \\
(1d) & \quad \forall k,l, \forall i, 0 \leq i \leq n - 1, \quad \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} (\beta^{k,l}_{i,j}) \leq \alpha^k_i \\
(1e) & \quad \forall i, 0 \leq i < n_P, \quad \sum_{k} (\alpha^k_i w^{PE}_{k}(T_k)) \leq T \\
(1f) & \quad \forall i, n_P \leq i < n, \quad \sum_{k} (\alpha^k_i w^{SPE}_{k}(T_k)) \leq T \\
(1g) & \quad \forall i, 0 \leq i < n, \quad \alpha^k_i \text{read}_k + \sum_{k,l} \sum_{0 \leq j < n, j \neq i} (\beta^{k,l}_{i,j} \text{data}_{k,l}) \leq T \times bw \\
(1h) & \quad \forall i, 0 \leq i < n, \quad \alpha^k_i \text{write}_k + \sum_{k,l} \sum_{0 \leq j < n, j \neq i} (\beta^{k,l}_{i,j} \text{data}_{k,l}) \leq T \times bw \\
(1i) & \quad \forall i, n_P \leq i < n, \quad \sum_{k} \left( \alpha^k_i \left( \sum_{k,l} \text{buff}_{k,l} + \sum_{l,k} \text{buff}_{l,k} \right) \right) \leq LS - code \\
(1j) & \quad \forall j, n_P \leq j < n, \quad \sum_{0 \leq i < n, i \neq j} \sum_{k,l} \beta^{k,l}_{i,j} \leq 16 \\
(1k) & \quad \forall i, n_P \leq i < n, \quad \sum_{0 \leq j < n_P} \sum_{k,l} \beta^{k,l}_{i,j} \leq 8 
\end{align}

We denote $\rho_{\text{opt}} = 1/T_{\text{opt}}$, where $T_{\text{opt}}$ is the value of $T$ in any optimal solution of Linear Program (1), with $O(n^2)$ variables and $O(n^2)$ constraints. The following theorem states that $\rho_{\text{opt}}$ is the maximum achievable throughput.

**Theorem 2.** An optimal solution of Linear Program (1) describes a mapping with maximal throughput.

**Proof.** Consider an optimal solution of Linear Program (1), with throughput $\rho_{\text{opt}} = 1/T_{\text{opt}}$. Thanks to the constraints of the linear program, this solution defines a valid mapping with period $T_{\text{opt}}$. As we have seen before, this corresponds to a schedule with throughput $\rho_{\text{opt}}$.

We now consider any possible mapping of the application onto the processing elements, and the associated schedule. We define $\alpha^k_i = 1$ if task $T_k$ is mapped on processing element $PE_i$ in this mapping, and 0 otherwise. We also define $\beta^{k,l}_{i,j} = \alpha^k_i \times \alpha^l_j$. We finally consider the period $T$ achieved by the schedule associated with this mapping. Since $T$ is a valid period for this mapping, these variables satisfies all constraints of Linear Program (1). $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $T$ are then a solution of the linear program. Thus, $T \leq T_{\text{opt}}$ and this mapping has a throughput $1/T$ which is not larger than the $\rho_{\text{opt}}$. \hfill $\square$

**6 Experimental validation**

To assess the quality of both our model and our scheduling strategy, we conduct several experiments. We used two hardware platforms: a Sony PlayStation 3, and an IBM QS22. The Sony PlayStation 3 is a video game console built around a single Cell processor, with only 6 usable SPEs and a single Power core. The IBM QS22 is a high performance computing server built on
top of two Cell processors connected through a high performance interface and sharing main mem-
ory. Using both Cell processors generates many new difficulties, both for software development
(moving threads on particular PPEs) and platform modeling (especially for communication con-
tention between both Cell processors). Therefore, we first focus on optimizing the performance
for a single Cell processor, and we will adapt our study to several processors in a future work.
Thus, in the experiments, the number of PPE is \( n_P = 1 \) and the number of SPEs \( n_S \) may vary
from zero to eight (or six on the PlayStation 3). For our experiments, we use ILOG CPLEX [8]
to solve the linear program introduced in the previous section. In order to reduce the computation
time for solving the linear program, we used the ability of CPLEX to stop its computation as soon
as its solution is within 5% of the optimal solution. While this significantly reduces the average
resolution time, it still offers a very good solution. Using this feature, the time for solving a linear
program was always kept below one minute (mostly around 20 seconds), which is negligible in
front of the duration of a stream application.

6.1 Scheduling software
Together with these hardware platforms, we also need a software framework to execute our sched-
ules while handling communications. If there already exist some frameworks dedicated to stream-
ing applications [12, 13], none of them is able to deal with complex task graphs while allowing to
statically select the mapping. Thus, we have decided to develop one\(^1\). Our scheduler only requires
as input parameters the description of the task graph, its mapping on the platform, and the code of
each task. Even if it was designed to use the mapping returned by the linear program, it can also
use any other mapping, such as the heuristic strategies described below.

We now briefly describe our scheduler, which is mainly divided into two main phases: the computation phase, during which the scheduler selects a task and processes it, and the communication phase, during which the scheduler performs asynchronous communications. These steps, depicted on Figure 4, are executed by every processing element. Moreover, since communications have to be overlapped with computations, our scheduler cyclically alternates between those two phases.

The computation phase, which is shown on Figure 4(a), begins with the selection of a runnable
task according to the provided schedule, then it waits for the required resources (input data and
output buffers) to be available. If all required resources are available, the selected task is processed,
otherwise, it moves to the communication phase. Whenever new data is produced, the scheduler
signals it to every dependent processing elements.

The communication phase, depicted in Figure 4(b), aims at performing every incoming com-
munication, most often by issuing DMA calls. Therefore, the scheduler begins by watching every
previously issued DMA call in order to unlock the output buffer of the sender when data had been
received. Then, the scheduler checks whether there is new incoming data. In that case, and if
enough input buffers are available, it issues the proper “Get” command.

To obtain a valid and efficient implementation of this scheduler, we had to overcome several
issues due to the very particular nature of the Cell processor. First, the main issue is heterogeneity:

\(^1\)An experimental version of our scheduling framework is available online, at http://graal.ens-lyon.fr/~mjacquel/cell_ss.html
the Cell processor is made of two different types of cores, which induces additional challenges for the programmer:

- SPE are 32-bit processors whereas the PPE is a 64-bit architecture;
- Different communication mechanisms have to be used depending on which types of processing elements are implied in the communication. To properly issue our “Get” operations, we made use of three different intrinsics: 
  - `mfc_get` for SPE to SPE communications,
  - `spe_mfcio_put` for SPE to PPE communication, and
  - `memcpy` for communication between PPE and main memory.

Another difficulty lies in the large number of variables that we need to statically initialize in each local store before starting the processing of the stream: the information on the mapping, the buffer for data transfer, and some control variables such as addresses of all memory blocks used for communications. This initialization phase is again complicated by the different data sizes between 32-bit and 64-bit architectures, and the runtime memory allocation.

All these issues show that the Cell processor is not designed for such a complex and decentralized usage. However, our success in designing a complex scheduling framework proves that it is possible to use such a heterogeneous processor for something else than pure data-parallelism.

### 6.2 Applications

We test our scheduling framework on three random task graphs, obtained with the DagGen generator [19]. This allows us to test our strategy against task graphs with different depths, widths, and branching factors. Two of the three generated task graphs are described on Figures 5(a) and 5(b), and the last one is a simple chain graph with 50 tasks. For these graphs, we generated 6 variants of different communication-to-computation ratio (CCR), resulting in 24 different random applications. We compute the CCR of a scenario as the total number of transferred elements divided by the number of operations on these elements. In the experiments, the CCR goes from 0.775 (computation-intensive scenario) to 4.6 (communication-intensive scenario).
(a) Random graph 1
(b) Random graph 2

Figure 5: Two random task graphs used in the experiments
6.3 Reference heuristics

Here, we present two simple heuristic strategies that we have designed in order to assess the performance of our schedule based on linear programming. These strategies are designed for the particular hardware platforms used in our tests; therefore, they can handle a Cell processor with several SPEs and one PPE. Since we noticed that memory limitation of the SPEs is one of the most significant factor for performance, these strategies focus on a reasonable usage of this limited memory. The second one also takes the computation amount into account when mapping tasks to processing elements. Both strategies are greedy strategies: they map the tasks one after the other, and never go back on a previous decision.

The first heuristic, called GREEDYMEM, process the tasks in a topological order. Given a task, it select the SPEs which have enough free memory to host the tasks and its buffers. Among those SPEs, the one with the least loaded memory is chosen. If no SPE can host the task, it is allocated on the PPE.

The second heuristic is called GREEDYCPU and is very similar to GREEDYMEM: among the processing elements (SPEs and PPE) with enough memory to host a task, it selects the one with the smallest computation load.

6.4 Experimental results

The results presented here are obtained on the QS22, using up to eight SPEs. We have also performed the same experiments on the PlayStation 3, and the results are exactly the same as the one on the QS22 (using six SPEs). Thus, we show only the results on the QS22.

6.4.1 Entering steady-state

First, we show that our scheduling framework succeeds in reaching steady-state, and that the throughput is then similar to the one predicted by the linear program. Figure 6 shows the experiments done with the task graph described in Figure 5(a), with a CCR of 0.775, on the QS22 using all eight SPEs. We notice that a steady-state operation is obtained after approximately 1000 instances. Note that one instance consists only of a few bytes, so the steady-state throughput is obtained quickly compared to the total length of the stream. In steady state, the experimental throughput achieves 95% of the throughput predicted by the linear program. The small gap is explained by the overhead of our framework, and the synchronizations induced when communications are performed.

6.4.2 Comparing heuristics with linear program

Then, we compare the throughput of the mapping obtained through mixed linear programming with the mappings computed by the heuristics. We compute the speed-up obtained by each mapping, that is the achieved throughput normalized to the throughput when using only the PPE. Figure 7 shows the results for the three random task graphs, with CCR 0.775, for different numbers of SPEs used.
Figure 6: Throughput achieved depending on the number of instances.

(a) Speed-up for random graph 1

(b) Speed-up for random graph 2

(c) Speed-up for random graph 3

Figure 7: Speed-up obtained on the QS22 depending on the number of SPEs used.
Mappings generated through linear programming achieves the best speed-up, and they also offer the best scalability among every mappings. For these task graphs, we reach a speed-up between 2 and 3 using 8 SPEs, while the heuristics reaches a maximum speed-up of 1.3. This shows that it is crucial to take data transfers into account when designing mapping strategies. However, our complex strategy based on linear programming and using a better model of the platform is able to get good performance out of this complex architecture.

6.4.3 Influence of the communication-to-computation ratio

We now test the performance of the mapping computed with the mixed linear program, for different values of the communication-to-computation (CCR). The speed-up when using the 8 SPEs of the QS22 are presented on Figure 8. We see that the larger the CCR, the more difficult to get a good speed-up. Indeed, when communications are predominant, it is hard to distribute tasks among SPEs and to reach a decent throughput. Eventually, the best policy is to map all tasks to the PPE.

![Figure 8: Speed-up of random task graphs according to the CCR, for the mapping computed through linear programming using 8 SPEs on an QS22.](image)

In conclusion, our experiments demonstrate the usefulness of our approach on the Cell. High speed-ups are obtained whenever the CCR of the application is sufficiently low, and our mappings offer better performance and scalability compare to the heuristics we have implemented.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the scheduling of streaming applications on a heterogeneous multicore processor: the STI Cell processor. The first challenge was to come up with a realistic and yet tractable model of the Cell processor. We have designed such a model, and we have used it to express the optimization problem of finding a mapping with maximal throughput. This problem has been proven NP-complete, and we have designed a formulation of the problem as a mixed linear program. By solving this linear program with appropriate tools, we can compute a mapping with optimal throughput.
In a second step, we have implemented a complete scheduling framework to deploy streaming applications on the Cell processor. This framework allows the user to deploy any streaming application, described by a potentially complex task graph, on a Cell processor, given any mapping of the application to the platform. Thanks to this scheduling framework, we have been able to test our scheduling strategy, and to compare it to simpler heuristic strategies. We have shown that our strategy reaches 95% of the throughput predicted by the linear program, that our approach has a good and scalable speed-up when using up to 8 SPEs, and that our strategy clearly outperforms the simple heuristics, which are unable to deal with the complex mapping problem. Overall, this demonstrates that scheduling a complex application on a heterogeneous multicore processor is a challenging task, but that scheduling tools can help to achieve good performance.

This work has several natural extensions, and we have already started to study some of them. First, several optimizations of the scheduling framework could be implemented to achieve even better performance, such as limiting buffer sizes for neighbors tasks mapped on the same processing elements. Then, we need to extend and refine the model we have presented in this paper to more complex platforms. For example, we would like to be able to use both Cell processors of the QS22, or even a cluster of QS22 machines. On the long view, we would like to adapt our model and framework to other heterogeneous multicore platforms. Finally, we have seen that simple heuristics fail to efficiently map the application on the platforms; thus it would be interesting to design involved mapping heuristics which approach the optimal throughput.
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